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We explored…

The state of play for
pre-applicants

Information needs and
sources used

How to impact
decision-making
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A reminder of our methodology
Online survey

577

Year 12 university
pre-applicants
planning to go to
university in 2022

July 29th 2021

All sample from UCAS’s pre-applicant
database, from across England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
Fieldwork 14th June – 21st June 2021.
Data comparisons to previous preapplicant webinar (September 2020)
made where possible.
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The vast majority of pre-applicants are keen to
go to university in 2022 and are gearing-up for a
summer of decision-making
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Almost 9 in 10 are committed to going to university in
2022, but 11% are still exploring their options

87%
Vs. 80% in
Sept 2020

11%

2%

Vs. 10% in Sept 2020
More likely to be
first in family

Q3. In light of the Coronavirus pandemic and its impact on education, how do you feel about your plans to go to university in 2022?
Base: All respondents (577)
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More practical experiences are swaying those who
are exploring alternatives
Alternative options:

11%

Apprenticeships

Degree apprenticeships

Apprenticeships, as I
feel that the coronavirus
pandemic has put a
stunt in my education –
Female Pre-applicant

They allow you to gain full on
experience while studying and
gaining a qualification. It is also
a great head start into the work
environment and you get to
meet lots of people within the
industry – Female Pre-applicant

Gap year

A gap year, mainly so that I
can gain experience and
strengthen my application
through work experience
because there has not been
many opportunities for that this
year – Female Pre-Applicant

Those exploring alternative options last year were mainly considering deferring study as a result of the pandemic

Q3. In light of the Coronavirus pandemic and its impact on education, how do you feel about your plans to go to university in 2022?
Base: All respondents who selected alternative options (please tell us what, and why) (63)
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96% of pre-applicants have already done some
advanced research
Decided on five
Vs. 27% in Sept 2020
choices to apply to

14%
4%
Identified some
courses/universities,
but no final decision

61%

Vs. 60% in Sept 2020

Q2. You've said you plan to go to university next year (2022), what stage are you at?
Base: All respondents (577)

Haven't decided on any
universities or courses
to apply to yet

More likely to be male
More likely to be first in family

Vs. 2% in Sept 2020

21%

Started researching which
universities and courses to
apply to but haven't made
any decisions yet

Vs. 11% in
Sept 2020
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73%

Have already chosen
their subject…

Q2. You've said you plan to go to university next year (2022), what stage are you at?
Base: All respondents (577)

…But most are yet to
choose their university

74%
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The months ahead are a critical juncture in decisionmaking
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Planning for university - % selecting each option
Writing my personal statement

Picking the universities to apply to

10%

Research accommodation options

Picking the subject I want to study

Q9. What are the main things you'll be doing during the summer to plan for university?
Base: Total sample (577)

52%

46%

14%
14%

I will be doing this in
the summer
29%

3%
22%
3%

Males and BAME preapplicants more likely to
be choosing universities
this summer or after

64%

26%

16%
22%

Speaking to current students at universities I'm
interested in
Speaking to friends/family about choices

77%

9%
12%

62%

I have already done
this
73%

I'll do this after
summer

July Security
29th 2021
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With daunting decisions ahead, pre-applicants
are worried about applying to, and attending,
university
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Only 4%
of pre-applicants don’t have any
worries about applying to university

Q12. Young people like yourself may have some worries about applying to university in 2022, given your time out of school.
What worries do you have, if any, about applying to university?
Base: All respondents (577)

The pandemic continues to have an impact – not visiting
the universities before applying is a continued concern

July 29th 2021

% worried about these when applying to university
63%

Writing my personal statement

52%

Applying to universities I haven't visited in person

46%

Choosing which universities to apply to

28%

Choosing which courses to apply to
I won't have enough information/guidance when
applying

Vs. 59% in Sept 2020
More concerning for white pre-applicants than BAME
Vs. 26% in Sept 2020

Vs. 16% in Sept 2020

26%
22%

Completing the UCAS application in time for the deadline
Other

77% are doing this during the summer

9%

Q4a. Young people like yourself may have some worries about applying to university in 2022, given your time out of school. What worries do you
have, if any, about applying to university? Base: All respondents (577)
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Around 1 in 10 have other concerns…

July 29th 2021

Alternative concerns:
Knowledge
gaps

Lack of experience and
also the gap in my
learning due to online
school, this may affect my
grades – Female Preapplicant

Impact of COVID-19 on
university experience

Whether or not covid will still
impact me during my time in
university and whether or not
to wait a year for things to
settle down – Female Preapplicant

Q4a. Young people like yourself may have some worries about applying to university in 2022, given your time out of school. What worries do you
have, if any, about applying to university? Base: All who selected ‘other’ (50)

Support
available

It just feels all so straightforward
but when my sister went through
it, it seemed a lot more stressful so
I think just making sure that I'm
doing the right things – Female
Pre-applicant
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Only 5%
Of pre-applicants don’t have any
worries about attending university

Q4b. Young people like yourself may have some worries about attending university in 2022, given your time out of school. What worries do you have, if any, about attending university??
Base: All respondents (577)

Pre-applicants are worried about issues during
university, but also beyond university

July 29th 2021

% worried about these when attending university
48%

Being able to keep up at university
Student debt after university

44%

Getting a good job after university

44%

Not enjoying the university experience because of Covid
restrictions

39%
36%

Making friends at university
Not having enough support at university
Living away from home

24%

I feel worried about getting the right
grades to go into the university and the
course I want to do because of missing
a chunk of learning because of
lockdown – Male Pre-applicant

Those who have the right amount
of information/guidance are
significantly less likely to worry
about being able to keep up and not
having enough support

20%

Q4b. Young people like yourself may have some worries about attending university in 2022, given your time out of school. What worries do you
have, if any, about attending university? Base: All respondents (577)
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As the fallout from the pandemic continues,
support is clearly high on the pre-applicant agenda
Concerns and worries…

Mental health
support

Whether mental health support at
university is sufficient… Female
pre-applicant

Return on
investment

Not being certain the course I'm
taking is what I want to do, the
stress of paying for a degree
without knowing I want to pursue
a career in that field… Male preapplicant

Accommodation

Accommodation and finance…
Female pre-applicant

Q4a. Young people like yourself may have some worries about applying to university in 2022, given your time out of school. What worries do you
have, if any, about applying to university? Base: All respondents (15)

JulyJuly
29th 2021
29th 2021

July 29th 2021

What does this tell us about pre-applicants?
Many preapplicants are
committed to
university, but
some are exploring
alternative options

Pre-applicants
have had a tough
time: the vast
majority are
worried about
both applying for
and attending
university

Pre-applicants
need support and
reassurance
across a range of
aspects to
reinforce their
confidence
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NEXT
STEPS
FOR
HEPS FOR PROVIDERS
WHAT
THIS
MEANS

The pandemic
continues to impact
decision-making –
institutions should
acknowledge this
openly when
communicating with
pre-applicants

Institution support
provisions must be
communicated early,
clearly, and
authentically to
maximise impact

July 29th 2021

The next few months
are a critical juncture
in decision-making
and a key time to make
a positive impression
on those considering
alternative options
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A pre-applicant’s view

July 29th 2021

Information
sources
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Pre-applicants are doing their research, but 71%
need more information and guidance
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Half need some more information, while 1 in 5 want a lot more

29%

49%

19%

Vs. 41% in
Sept 2020

Vs. 36% in
Sept 2020

Vs. 21% in
Sept 2020

Q5. When it comes to your university application, how much information/guidance do you feel you have?
Base: All respondents (577)

3%
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Most pre-applicants want more information about fees,
the application process, and choosing universities

July 29th 2021

Where pre-applicants need more information - % selecting each option
Fees and funding

58%

The process of applying to university through
UCAS in general

53%

How to find the right university for me

51%

University accommodation

50%

The Clearing process
How to find the right course for me
Who to speak to for guidance on my choices
Application deadlines

42%
BAME pre-applicants need more help
than white pre-applicants (48% vs
34%)

39%
34%
32%

Male pre-applicants are less clear
than females (43% vs 28%)

Q6a. You mentioned you'd like more information/guidance or don't have any at all. What would you like to know more about right now?
Base: Total sample (412)

July Security
29th 2021
marking: PUBLIC

Pre-applicants are turning to universities for crucial
information about accommodation and fees/funding

July 29th 2021

Expected source of information per need - % selecting each option
University accommodation

8%

Fees and funding
Application deadlines

22%

23%
19%
12%

Who to speak to for guidance on my choices
The process of applying to university through UCAS
in general
Q6b. And where would you expect this information to come from?
Base: All those selecting each information type – base sizes vary.

18%
9%
11%

30%
29%
26%
29%

School/college
67%

Family/friends
Current students

63%

44%
39%
40%
45%

Universities
UCAS

61%

57%

45%
42%

20%
21%

5%

54%

48%

5%
2%

How to find the right course for me
The clearing process

47%

13%
13%

How to find the right university for me

73%

35%
41%

Looking to universities for:
• Accommodation
• Fees and funding
Looking to UCAS for:
• Application process
• Application deadlines

66%
52%
73%

Looking to school/college for
• Guidance on choices
• Application process
• Application deadlines

71%
69%

July
29th 2021
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With the fallout of the pandemic continuing,
pre-applicants remain heavily reliant on virtual
sources
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98% used a university website
95% used the UCAS website
90% used a virtual open day
Q7. Thinking about the information sources you've been using to help decide which
universities to apply to, have any become more or less important to you since the start of the
pandemic?
Base: All respondents (577)
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As with the previous cohort, all sources of information have
increased in importance compared to pre-pandemic

July 29th 2021

% NET increase in importance (taking ‘less’ important away from ‘more’ important)
Virtual university open day
Virtual university events at my school/college
University website
UCAS' virtual events
UCAS website
University prospectus
Online reviews from students
Talking to teachers/advisers
Course-specific brochure
Other information and advice sites
University run social media
Current/former university students
Friends
Official news sources
League tables
Other
Parents/guardians' recommendations

66%
57%
54%
49%
41%
35%
35%
34%
31%
30%
27%
26%
14%
13%
11%
5%
1%

Q7. Thinking about the information sources you've been using to help decide which universities to apply to, have any become more or less important to you since the start of the
pandemic?
Base: All respondents (577)
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Information sources compared year-on-year
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% NET increase in importance (taking ‘less’ important away from ‘more’ important)
Virtual university open day
Virtual university events at my school/college
University website
UCAS' virtual events
UCAS website
University prospectus
Online reviews from students
Talking to teachers/advisers
Course-specific brochure
Other information and advice sites
University run social media
Current/former university students
Friends
Official news sources
League tables
Other
Parents/guardians' recommendations

66%
57%
+11 vs. Sept 2020
54%
49%

14%
13%
11%

41%
35%
+2 vs. Sept 2020
35%
+13 vs. Sept 2020, especially important for BAME pre-applicants
34%
31%
30%
27%
+2 vs. Sept 2020
26% Especially important for BAME pre-applicants
+5 vs. Sept 2020
-6 vs. Sept 2020

5%
1%

Q7. Thinking about the information sources you've been using to help decide which universities to apply to, have any become more or less important to you since the start of the
pandemic?
Base: All respondents (577)
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What does this tell us about pre-applicants?
The fallout of the
pandemic is still
making it difficult
for pre-applicants
to imagine life at
university

Pre-applicants are
still heavily reliant
on virtual sources to
inform their
decision-making

Pre-applicants are
keen to research
accommodation
and funding
information from
universities
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NEXT
STEPS
FOR
HEPS FOR PROVIDERS
WHAT
THIS
MEANS

Fees and funding and
accommodation are
high on the agenda for
many – ensure this
information easily
available to fulfil
information needs

Virtual sources remain
a vital means of
communication –
these need to provide
an engaging, two-way
communication
experience to have the
greatest impact

July 29th 2021

Provide additional,
authentic reassurance
for BAME preapplicants who are
seeking advice from
other people
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A pre-applicant’s view

July 29th 2021

Factors in
decision-making
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While the pandemic is making decision-making
more difficult, pre-applicants are looking past it
to weigh-up options
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September
July
29th 2021
21st 2020

73%
cite the course as the key
driver of decision-making

Many cite employability (high employment rates and
placement opportunities) as highly important
% selecting each factor within their top 5 most important
A course with content that is perfectly suited to me

73%

Universities/courses with high graduate employment rates

51%

Positive reviews from students

44%

Universities with a high ranking in the league tables

42%

Financial support available while studying

36%

Universities with a great social scene

31%

Mental health support while studying

31%

Courses with a placement year/year in industry

26%

Other support while studying, e.g. managing workload

26%

Courses with opportunities to study abroad

24%

Universities that are close to home e.g. in my closest city
Universities recommended to me by friends, family,…
Universities I can attend but still live with my parents
The university's response to Covid-19
Q8. Which of these are most important to you when researching/shortlisting universities?
Base: All respondents (577)

Especially important for
BAME pre-applicants
(58%)

18%
16%
13%
10%
marking: PUBLIC
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Support is also high on the agenda, e.g financial,
emotional, and academic
% selecting each factor within their top 5 most important
A course with content that is perfectly suited to me

73%

Universities/courses with high graduate employment rates

51%

Positive reviews from students

44%

Universities with a high ranking in the league tables

42%

Financial support available while studying

36%

Universities with a great social scene

31%

Mental health support while studying

31%

Courses with a placement year/year in industry

26%

Other support while studying, e.g. managing workload

26%

Courses with opportunities to study abroad

24%

Universities that are close to home e.g. in my closest city
Universities recommended to me by friends, family,…
Universities I can attend but still live with my parents
The university's response to Covid-19
Q8. Which of these are most important to you when researching/shortlisting universities?
Base: All respondents (577)

Especially important for first in
family pre-applicants (51%)

18%
16%

Especially important for
BAME pre-applicants (26%)

13%
10%
marking: PUBLIC
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What does this tell us about pre-applicants?
The pandemic
makes decisionmaking more
challenging for
pre-applicants but
does not strongly
impact choice

Pre-applicants are
focused on the
future and want to
reinforce their
employability

Pre-applicants
need wide-ranging
support (financial,
emotional, and
academic) to
reinforce their
confidence
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NEXT
STEPS
FOR
HEPS FOR PROVIDERS
WHAT
THIS
MEANS

The impetus on
employability is not
going away – ensure
communications give
tangible and relatable
examples of how
studying at your
institution boosts
employability

Support provisions
must be made clear to
pre-applicants –
provide details on how
they can get help
financially,
emotionally, and
academically

July 29th 2021

Course remains the
pivotal factor of
choice, so optimise
courses and course
information in-line with
pre-applicant needs
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A pre-applicant’s view

thth2021
July
July2920
2021

Key takeouts
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th th
July2929
2021
July
2021

Range
modules
87%
of of
UCAS
pre-applicants are committed to attending university in 2022

74% are yet to choose their university – everything is to play for
It will be a summer of decision-making for many pre-applicants
– finalizing personal statements, choosing universities, etc.
Pre-applicants require information about accommodation,
fees and funding, and support
Pre-applicants are keen to understand what their
university experience will look like (esp. BAME)
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UCAS x YouthSight webinar series

Getting
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Getting a place
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2021 International
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The future
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1
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The 2021
student
st June
1
mindset
The future

We’re planning the next webinar series – what would you like to know?

Security
Security marking:
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Thank you for attending
A recording of this webinar will be available on the UCAS
Media website. We again welcome any suggestions for
future topics for the webinars in this series. Please send
us your suggestions.
c.sheppard@ucas.ac.uk
josephine.hansom@youthsight.com
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